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Vision
Our Vision is to empower every person and every organization on the planet to achieve more and

to create a better life for everyone everyday.

To help entrepreneurs by offering an affordable solution for their businesses to grow and spread

their message to everyone.

Mission
At Accenous Integrals, our mission is to harness the power of technology and innovation to

empower businesses and individuals to achieve their full potential.

We are committed to creating AI-driven solutions that simplify complexities, enhance security,

and elevate experiences. Through our products, services, and expertise, we strive to transform

challenges into opportunities, shaping a smarter, more connected world.



About Accenous Integrals
We're Socialites, a media communications agency based in India. We understand the

importance of a brand's media presence. We get to know them and their target

audiences intimately, then we create, develop and communicate brands and their

messages in an impactful & engaging way on their various media platforms.

Accenous Integrals designs and implements a digital marketing campaign for its

clients in such a way that adds value to potential and existing stakeholder and does

not look like a mere company pushing product.



What we do ?
At Accenous Integrals, we specialize in fusing cutting-edge technology with creative expertise to

craft AI-powered software products and provide a comprehensive range of services. Our

offerings encompass web and mobile app development, UI/UX design, digital marketing, quality

assurance, cloud solutions, and more. With a relentless commitment to innovation and

excellence, we empower businesses to thrive in the digital age, transforming challenges into

opportunities and delivering solutions that drive success.
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Front-End Development:

React.js with TypeScript

Angular

Vue.js

Back-End Development:

Node.js (Express.js)

Django (Python)

ASP.NET Core (C#)

Laravel (PHP)

1.

2.

Technology We Use
At Accenous Integrals, our commitment to technological innovation and excellence is the driving force behind

our comprehensive tech stack. We seamlessly integrate cutting-edge technologies to create AI-powered

solutions and provide an extensive array of services that redefine businesses and elevate digital experiences.

Web Development

PostgreSQL

MySQL

MongoDB (NoSQL)

AWS

Google Cloud

Azure for cloud hosting

3. Database:

4. Server Deployment:



Cross-Platform:

Flutter (Dart)

React Native (JavaScript)

Xamarin (C#)

App Development
Prototyping and Design Tools:

Adobe XD

Figma

UI/UX Design:

Google Analytics

Google Search Console

Buffer

Hootsuite

Sprout Social

SEO and Analytics:

Social Media Management:

Digital Marketing:

Amazon Web Services (AWS)

Microsoft Azure

Google Cloud Platform (GCP)

AWS Lambda

Azure Functions

Google Cloud Functions

Cloud Providers:

Serverless Computing:

Cloud Services:

WordPress

Wix

Drupal

Shopify

Webflow

CMS Web development



Services we offer



We are expert in

Custom website development

E-commerce platforms

Content management systems (CMS)

Responsive and mobile-friendly design

iOS and Android app development

Cross-platform app development

UI/UX design for mobile apps

App integration and testing

Web Development: Mobile App Development:

User interface design

User experience optimization

Wireframing and prototyping

Interactive and engaging designs

Search engine optimization (SEO)

Social media marketing

Pay-per-click advertising (PPC)

Content marketing and blogging

UI/UX Design: Digital Marketing:



We are expert in

Custom CMS development

Theme and plugin customization

Content creation and organization

Training and support

Online store development

Payment gateway integration

Inventory and order management

Customer support and analytics

Content Management Systems E-Commerce Solutions:

Logo design and branding

Marketing collateral design

Infographics and visual content

Print design and layout

AI-driven cybersecurity solutions

Vulnerability assessment and penetration testing

Data protection and encryption

Security policy development

Graphic Design: Cybersecurity Services:



We are expert in

Tailored software development

Integration with existing systems

Legacy system modernization

Scalable and future-proof solutions

Brand strategy and positioning

Visual identity design

Brand guidelines and standards

Brand identity maintenance and evolution

Custom Software Solutions: Branding and Identity Services:

Targeted lead generation strategies

Conversion rate optimization (CRO)

A/B testing and analytics

Marketing automation implementation

Lead Generation



Projects Portfolio
At Accenous Integrals, our portfolio shines with a spectrum of successful projects, a testament to our blend

of innovation and precision. From dynamic web and mobile apps to intuitive UI/UX designs, our work reflects

a commitment to turning vision into reality. With transformative digital marketing strategies and seamless

cloud integrations, we consistently deliver tailored solutions. Our track record showcases our ability to

shape the digital landscape by pushing boundaries and delivering impactful results.



Our valuable clients



 

At ACCENOUS INTEGRALS we have had the privilege of
providing comprehensive IT services to Scholar Spectra, a
leading NEET JEE coaching center. Through our expertise in
web development, digital marketing, lead generation, SEO,
and more, we have helped Scholar Spectra achieve
remarkable results and establish themselves as a trusted
name in the industry.

Wix, Google Tag Manager, Google Analytics, Figma, Canva

Scholar Spectra

Technologies



 

Ramkumar Blog is a vibrant digital haven that breathes life 
into personal reflections, introspective narratives, and 
illuminating perspectives on the tapestry of existence. 
With a unique blend of creativity and authenticity, the 
blog invites readers to embark on a journey through life's 
intricate emotions, relationships, and observations.

Wordpress, Canva

Strayndrom

Technologies



 

In collaboration with Pyen, we crafted a tailored website that 
serves as the digital heartbeat of this inspiring network. 
Our web development expertise transformed their vision 
into a user-friendly online hub. Through intuitive design, 
seamless navigation, and interactive features, the website 
.serves as a dynamic space where entrepreneurs can connect, 
access valuable resources, and discover opportunities 
for growth.

Wordpress, Canva

PYEN

Technologies



 

In collaboration with StartupPY, we embarked on a journey 
to craft a purposeful online presence. Our web development 
prowess translated their vision into a user-centric website, 
designed to guide startups on their transformative path. 
Through intuitive navigation, engaging content, and 
interactive elements, the website serves as a digital 
incubator where startups access valuable resources, 
mentorship, and a thriving community.

Wordpress, Canva

StartupPY

Technologies



 

In collaboration with III Learnings, we embarked on a mission 
to craft an impactful online presence. Leveraging our web 
development expertise, we brought their vision to life 
through a user-centric website. The platform seamlessly 
guides influencers through a rich array of training modules, 
interactive resources, and mentorship opportunities, 
fostering their evolution into influential trailblazers.

Wordpress, Canva

III-Learnings

Technologies



Brand We Build



Lepont
Lepont is an Pondicherry
online delivery platform.

Founded in 2019 





Our Products



Elevate your job search with Airesume, our AI-

integrated resume builder. Craft tailored

resumes effortlessly as AI-driven insights guide

you. Stand out from the  competition with

optimized content and formatting. Unlock your

career potential with the future of resume

building

airesume.online



2023

Elevate your job search with Airesume, our AI-

integrated resume builder. Craft tailored resumes

effortlessly as AI-driven insights guide you. Stand

out from the  competition with optimized content

and formatting. Unlock your career potential with

the future of resume building

cyberai.online



Recognised by startup India



Let's Work
Together

+91 98943 71168
+91 97892 75875 info@accenous.com www.accenous.com


